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A lipid assembly composed of a finite number of lipid molecules can have multiple metastable

structures. Using a series of coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations, we evaluate the free energy

profile for the transformation of a small vesicle to a disk-like structure called a bicelle. This free energy

is found to be lower than that predicted from continuum elastic theory. For small unilamellar vesicles,

the relaxation of the internal structure of the membrane is suggested to play an important role in

lowering the free energy barrier for the vesicle-to-bicelle transformation.
1 Introduction

A lipid self-assembly generally shows polymorphism depending

on the concentration and thermodynamic conditions.1 A primi-

tive understanding of the morphology of lipid self-assembly has

been made by the shape of the lipid molecules based on a critical

packing parameter,2 though it is, in general, nontrivial to

understand the phase diagram from a molecular viewpoint even

if we limit our discussion to the bilayer-forming lipids.

Furthermore, a determination of the phase boundary could be

occasionally difficult due to the coexistence of phase structures

and also sometimes due to the hysteresis or long-time relaxation

of the structure. These complex systems often show metastability

due to an inherent rugged free energy landscape. This is a major

obstacle for us to understand and to control the phase structure.

Phenomenological continuum elastic theory based on simple

expressions for the curvature energy has been foundational in

gaining a qualitative physical understanding of lipid assemblies

and especially the energetics of lipid membrane trans-

formations.3,4 These approaches shed light on which properties

are important to characterize the observed membrane

morphology on the continuummodel level. However, continuum

approaches have difficulties describing topological changes such

as happen during pore formation in a membrane, and are limited

by simplifying assumptions required for the resulting equations.

In contrast, computer simulations are free of these limitations

and can be used to study a wide range of membrane processes at

the molecular scale.5 They provide the ability to do ‘experiments’
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in a controlled manner at molecular resolution, and the resulting

data can be used to gain understanding into nanoscale

phenomena and to conduct stringent tests of the elastic theory

predictions.

Indeed, molecular simulations would be expected to be useful

to predict the morphology changes from a molecular viewpoint

but have been of limited use due to difficulty in achieving the

relevant spatial or temporal scales. This difficulty can be over-

come through the use of coarse-grained (CG) molecular models,

which can now access systems containing a small vesicle made by

several thousands of lipid molecules. CG models, which are

constructed based on fully atomistic molecular dynamics (AA-

MD) analysis, provide a reasonable description of several

important physical quantities including surface tension, density,

and solvation free energy as well as structural properties such as

the equilibrium area per lipid and the electron density normal to

the membrane plane.6 Encouraged by this success, we have

applied CG-MD to studies of lipids, surfactants, colloids, and

peptides.6–12 Furthermore, it has been shown that the CG model

produces reasonable elastic properties for planar lipid

membranes such as the area expansion and bending moduli.6

Thus, CG-MD can now be used to assess the properties of

curved membranes and then to provide useful information to

evaluate the assumptions made in phenomenological continuum

theory. To achieve this aim, however, we still need a strategy to

evaluate the free energy due to the morphology change of

molecular assemblies. This article presents our trial to assess the

free energy of a lipid assembly during a vesicle-to-bicelle

transformation.

In our recent CG-MD paper,6 it has been shown that lipid

assemblies randomly generated with 1,2-dimyristoyl phosphati-

dylcholine (DMPC) molecules transform into a bicelle or

a vesicle, depending on the size, i.e., the number of DMPC

molecules. No other structure is found to be stable during 1 ms

CG-MD simulations. Vesicle formation was observed only for

the lipid aggregates with more than 1512 DMPC molecules. This

observation is well explained by a simple phenomenological

model proposed by Fromherz,3 where the vesicle-to-bicelle
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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morphology change is characterized by two free energy contri-

butions: the free energy at the bilayer edge and the membrane

bending free energy. The former is known as a line tension term

that describes the free energy cost due to the lipid reorientation

and conformational changes at the bilayer edge, while the latter

is the free energy cost due to the bending of the bilayer membrane

whose spontaneous curvature is zero. The larger the aggregate

size, the larger the line tension term becomes while the free energy

cost due to membrane bending becomes smaller due to the

increased radius of the vesicle morphology. Fromherz described

the free energy as a function of an order parameter assuming

a constant membrane area and a (fragment of a) spherical shape

for the partially formed vesicle. These assumptions are found to

be reasonable in examining our previous CG-MD results.6 As an

example, a transformation of a lipid aggregate made by 1512

DMPC molecules in a dilute aqueous solution is given in Fig. 1.

The initial aggregate structure was randomly generated (see ref. 6

for the details). Within 10 ns, the aggregate eliminated the defects

in the bilayer membrane and transformed into a fragment of

a spherical vesicle. It took 100–200 ns for the vesicle to seal into

a closed form, though the actual timing of the process depended

on the initial configuration. During the transformation, the

aggregate kept the shape of a spherical vesicle fragment by

exchanging lipids between the inner and outer leaflets to go along

a supposed free energy local minimum pathway. Since the lipid

exchange (flip-flop) occurred only at the bilayer edge, the vesicle

formation process slowed down in its later stages due to the

limited bilayer edge length, and thus a small pore in the vesicle

was found to persist for a long time (more than 50 ns) at the final

stage of the vesicle formation. Although the lipid motions were

completely ignored in the Fromherz theory, where the membrane

is assumed to be an elastic sheet with zero thickness, the theory

successfully characterizes the overall features of even small lipid
Fig. 1 A series of cross-sectional views of a lipid aggregate during a CG-MD

DMPC molecules in a dilute aqueous solution. Hydrophobic tails are drawn i

spheres. Water particles are eliminated for clarity.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
aggregates. For example, the theory predicts that there is

a parameter range in which two local minima in the free energy of

the lipid aggregate exist, corresponding to the bicelle and vesicle

structures. This was confirmed by CG-MD of 1512 DMPC

molecules; as discussed above, a spontaneous vesicle formation

was observed for a randomly generated aggregate with 1512

DMPC molecules, while the prepared bicelle with the same

number of DMPC molecules also appeared to be stable and did

not show any sign of transforming to a closed vesicle during

700 ns of CG-MD.6 This observation motivated us to investigate

how well such a continuum theory characterizes the behavior of

a small aggregate where the membrane thickness is comparable

to the inner radius of the closed vesicle.

In the present paper, we calculated the free energy cost to open

a mouth in a small vesicle. We used the small vesicle made by

1512 DMPC molecules, which showed bistability as a closed

vesicle or a bicelle (flat disk). By opening a mouth in the DMPC

vesicle, we found it eventually transformed into a bicelle during

a series of CG-MD simulations. To make a rigorous comparison

with the Fromherz theory, we also estimated the line tension

from the pore formation free energy of the corresponding planar

membrane and evaluated the Gaussian curvature modulus using

an analysis of the stress profile across the membrane. Finally we

discuss the discrepancy between the Fromherz theory and our

CG-MD data with respect to the free energy barrier for the

vesicle-to-bicelle transformation.
2 Theory and computational methods

2.1 Model, system setting and molecular dynamics simulations

We used the recently developed CG model of a DMPC lipid

membrane in aqueous solution.6–8 A DMPC molecule is
simulation from an arbitrarily generated initial configuration with 1512

n cyan with lines, while hydrophilic phosphate groups are drawn with red

Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 9012–9020 | 9013
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represented by 13 CG sites connected by harmonic bond and

bond angle potentials to produce a molecular configuration

consistent with AA-MD results. Water CG particles are treated

explicitly, though each one represents three water molecules.

Density, surface/interfacial tension, and solvation free energy are

the target properties against which the non-bonded parameters

of the CG model are optimized. The lipid membrane molecular

area, repeat spacing, and order parameter profile are accurately

captured by the CGmodel. For further details we refer interested

readers to our previous paper.6

A vesicle system was constructed in a simulation box with 1512

DMPC lipids and hydrated with 100 CG water particles (effec-

tively 300 water molecules) per DMPC molecule. The initial

configuration was taken from our previous MD study of the

same system where a spontaneous vesicle formation was

observed from a randomly generated lipid aggregate.6 The

formation of a closed vesicle took typically 100–200 ns, which

depends on the initial configuration of the lipid molecules,

though the structure of the resulting vesicle is more or less

invariant: the number of lipids in the inner and outer leaflets are

about 510 and 1000, respectively, with an uncertainty of less than

10 lipid molecules. After the formation of a closed vesicle, no flip-

flop motion was observed over an additional 1 ms simulation.

A series of CG-MD simulations of a planar DMPCmembrane

system has also been conducted to compute the pore formation

free energy and the line tension of the membrane. The planar

bilayer system consists of 1152 DMPC molecules and 33057 CG

water particles, which corresponds to about 86 water molecules

per lipid. This corresponds to a much higher hydration state than

the fully hydrated multilamellar phase13 and is necessary to avoid

artifacts caused by the shrinking inter-membrane spacing which

occurs as the pore is widened (see supplementary materials for

details).

All MD simulations have been carried out in the NPT

ensemble with three-dimensional periodic boundary conditions

(PBC). The temperature of 310 K was controlled using the

Nos�e–Hoover chain method (length ¼ 5).14 The pressure of 0.1

MPa was controlled using an Andersen isotropic barostat for

the vesicle system, while semi-isotropic coupling to a Parri-

nello–Rahman barostat was chosen for the planar membrane

case.15–17 The reversible RESPA algorithm was used to inte-

grate the equations of motion with two different time steps.

The long time step of 40 fs is used to update the forces from the

long-range nonbonded interactions including the reciprocal

space contribution of the Ewald sum and real space contribu-

tion from particles at a distance of longer than 0.81 nm, while

the short time step of 5 fs is used to update all the remaining

forces such as the short-range nonbonded interactions and all

bonded interactions. The Coulomb interaction is computed

using the Ewald sum.18 All MD simulations have been carried

out using our in-house simulation software package,

MPDyn.19,20
2.2 Fromherz model

A phenomenological description of vesicle stability was proposed

by Fromherz.3 In this model, the Gibbs free energy of a fluid

membrane spherical fragment is used to characterize the stability

during a vesicle-to-bicelle morphology transformation.
9014 | Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 9012–9020
Assuming a constant membrane area (in this elastic theory model

the membrane has a zero thickness) and composition during the

morphology change, the transformation free energy is proposed

to consist of two competing contributions: the free energy at the

bilayer edge and the membrane bending free energy

G ¼ 1

2

�
kc þ 1

2
k

��
2

r

�2

Aþ gll (1)

where kc and �k are the mean curvature and Gaussian curvature

moduli, respectively, and gl is the line tension. r is the radius of

the sphere on which the membrane fragment is constrained and

l is the edge length of the membrane fragment. The area of the

membrane fragment, A, is kept constant so that the edge length

l is changed as a function of the curvature 1/r.
2.3 Free energy calculations

We evaluate the free energy to open a pore in curved and planar

membranes made by DMPC lipid molecules. The thermody-

namic integration (TI) method was used to compute the free

energy profile along the reaction path. We introduced a bias

potential (wall potential) to make a pore in the membranes;

UðdÞ ¼

8<
:� 1

3
kd3; ðd# 0Þ
0; ðd. 0Þ

(2)

where d is the signed length of the normal vector of the wall

surface pointing outward from the closest point of the wall

surface to the particle position. A negative value of d means that

the particle has penetrated inside the wall. k is the force constant,

which can be arbitrarily chosen but should be large enough to

clearly give the expected deformation (pore formation) of the

membrane. We selected a cubic potential energy function to

remove the discontinuity in the second derivative at d ¼ 0 that

would have occurred had a harmonic potential been chosen.

For the planar membrane, we employed a cylindrical wall

potential with the axis taken along the bilayer normal, z. In this

case, the wall potential is

Uðri;xy;RÞ ¼

8<
:� 1

3
k
�
ri;xy � R

�3
; ðri;xy #RÞ

0; ðri;xy .RÞ
(3)

where R is the radius of the cylinder and ri;xy ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2i þ y2i

q
is the

distance of particle i from the central axis of the cylinder. From

eqn (3), a particle i is expelled only from the cylindrical region of

radius R and does not feel any external force outside of this

region. We apply the bias potential only to the hydrophobic tails

of lipid molecules so that water and lipid headgroups are free to

move across the cylindrical region with no energetic penalty.

Thus, in a sense, the pore is made in the hydrophobic core of the

membrane. By changing the radius of the cylinder gradually, we

can measure the free energy change due to the pore formation in

a planar lipid membrane. To use the TI method, we carried out

a series of CG-MD simulations using different R values in eqn

(3), and in each case measured the average force acting on the

cylindrical wall.21 Namely, to increase the cylinder radius from

zero to R, the system free energy is calculated from,
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 2 Images of the operation to open the vesicle using a conical bias

potential. The center of mass of the lipids is kept at the origin by applying

a harmonic constraint. Due to the lipid mass removed from the cone

interior, this center of mass does not coincide with the center of the sphere

containing the opened vesicle spherical fragment. The sphere center,

which is also the vertex of the cone, gradually shifts upwards as the cone

angle q increases. The vesicle hydrophobic shell is drawn in light grey.

Actual snapshots from the CG-MD runs, with the bias potential shown in

red, are given on the shoulder of each schematic picture.
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DGðRÞ ¼
ðR
0

* X
i

vUðri;xy;R0 Þ
vR

0 þ vPV

vR
0

!+
dR

0

¼
ðR
0

*X
i

vUðri;xy;R0 Þ
vR

0

+
dR

0 þ PhDV 〉

z

ðR
0

*X
i

vUðri;xy;R0 Þ
vR

0

+
dR

0

¼
ðR
0

* X
i;ðri;xy\RÞ

kðri;xy � R
0 Þ2
+

dR
0

(4)

where <.> represents the NPT ensemble average. The second

term has a non-zero contribution, though its value is found to be

much smaller than the statistical error of the first term; e.g.,

PhDVi ¼ P(hV(R)i � hV(0)i) is about 0.04 kJ mol�1 even at R¼ 4

nm. Thus, we ignore the PhDVi term and compute the free energy

change due to the external cylindrical bias potential by con-

ducting the integration in eqn (4). To obtain a reasonable esti-

mation of the free energy change, we chose the sampling points as

R ¼ 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 2.4,

2.8, 3.2, 3.6, and 4.0 nm, respectively. At each sampling point,

we have carried out a CG-MD run for 100–150 ns to see an

adequate convergence of the potential of mean force (PMF). The

free energy DGðRÞ to make a pore of radiusR is not exactly that

of eqn (4) because the actual radius of the pore, R, is slightly

shifted from R of the cylindrical wall potential. In other words,

the free energy computed from eqn (4) depends on the choice

of the force constant, k. We can eliminate the k dependency of

the free energy change by taking the reaction coordinate as

R instead of R.

In the actual computation, R is not controlled but rather is

computed from the density profile of the hydrophobic core of the

membrane along the radial cylinder direction, rc(R
0). We define

R as the minimum radius where rc(R
0) has a non-zero value.

Although the choice of the force constant k does affect hvU/vRi,
plotting DG as a function of R eliminates the dependency of the

free energy on k, allowing for an arbitrary choice of k. We chose

a rather large value of k ¼ 4.184 � 106 kJ mol�1 nm�3 (¼1000

kcal mol�1 �A�3) in our free energy (FE) calculations, though we

confirmed that k ¼ 4.184 � 105 kJ mol�1 nm�3 (¼100 kcal mol�1

�A�3) gave the same free energy profile as a function of R (see

supplementary materials for details). The choice of a large k gives

a minor difference between R and R; R�Rz� 0:02 nm. Note

that we assume that the pore is circular when using the cylindrical

bias potential. This may not always be reasonable especially

when the pore is very small. However, the main purpose of this

free energy analysis for the planar membrane is to obtain the line

tension at the bilayer edge, which is given as the slope of the free

energy change as a function of the edge length. For this purpose,

we can just focus on the PMF for large values of R, i.e., the

integrand of eqn (4). Further details will be given in the results

section.

For the curved membrane system, we used a wall potential

with a conical shape to open the vesicle as shown in Fig. 2. We

again used the bias potential as defined in eqn (2). We place the

cone vertex at (0, 0, ZC) and point the cone along the z axis with

a vertical angle of q. The force exerted on a particle i in the region

d # 0 is computed as,
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
Fi;x ¼ kd2 xiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2
i þ y2i

p cos q; (5)

Fi;y ¼ kd2 yiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2
i þ y2i

p cos q; (6)

Fi,z ¼ �kd2sinq. (7)

It is clear from these equations that the bias potential pushes

the particles downward along the z-axis. Namely, in a long CG-

MD simulation, the bias potential can eventually push the entire

vesicle out of the range of the cone potential. This means that we

need an additional restraint to open a vesicle with the cone

potential. Thus, we also apply a harmonic bias to constrain the

center of mass of the lipids to the origin (the center of simulation

box). Note that this harmonic constraint, applied without the

cone bias potential, does not perform any work on the system.

This second constraint, combined with the removal of lipids from

the cone mouth due to the cone potential, means that the center

of mass of the lipids does not coincide with the center of the

sphere of which the lipids form a spherical fragment (see Fig. 2).

The center of the sphere clearly depends on q and coincides with

the cone vertex; we can calculate ZC as

ZC ¼ p

4VC

sin2
q
n
rðqÞ4 � ðrðqÞ � tÞ4

o
(8)

where VC is the volume of the membrane hydrophobic core, r(q)

is the outer radius of the hydrophobic shell of the vesicle frag-

ment, and t is the thickness of the hydrophobic layer of the

membrane. To obtain this expression we have assumed that the

lipid aggregate morphology is a spherical fragment as assumed

by Fromherz and as seen qualitatively in Fig. 1. In addition, we

have assumed that the volume and thickness of the membrane

hydrophobic core do not change during the transformation,

which implies that the membrane area is invariant as assumed in

the Fromherz model.3 VC, t, and r(0) are estimated from MD

trajectories of the closed vesicle. r(q) is computed based on the

constant volume assumption, i.e., by solving the relation
Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 9012–9020 | 9015
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2

3
p
n
rðqÞ3 � ðrðqÞ � tÞ3

o�
1þ cosq

�
¼ VC: (9)

The reaction coordinate for this free energy analysis is the vertex

angle of the opened cone, qp. Similar to the case of the cylinder

wall, qp is not exactly the same as q. Again ignoring the PhDVi
term, the free energy due to opening the pore in the vesicle should

be written as,

DGðqpÞz
ðqp
0

*X
i

vUðri; qÞ
vq

0
p

+
dq

0
p

¼
ðqp
0

*X
i

vUðri; qÞ
vq

�
vq

vqp

�+
dq

0
p

z

ðqp
0

*X
i

vUðri; qÞ
vq

+
dq

¼
ðqp
0

* X
i;ðd#0Þ

kd2
	 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

x2
i þ y2i

q
sin q

þðzi � ZCÞcos qg þ kCOMjRCOMjidq

(10)

In the third line, we assumed (vq/vqp)z 1. This approximation is

reasonable when we use k ¼ 4.184 � 106 kJ mol�1 nm�3 (¼1000

kcal mol�1 �A�3). In principle, we can evaluate (vq/vqp) from the

density profile of the hydrophobic shell of the vesicle fragment as

done for the planar membrane. However, an opened vesicle can

show rather large fluctuations in its shape which results in

significant noise and makes it difficult to determine the actual

opened vertex angle, qp, precisely. Therefore, we approximate

(vq/vqp) z 1 by choosing a large force constant for the wall

potential. As found in the planar membrane, the uncertainty of

the reaction coordinate due to this approximation should be

quite minor with our choice of force constant, k. The PMF

sampling was made using a 100 ns CG-MD simulation at each

fixed point of q of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22,

24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80,

85, and 90 degrees, respectively, even though the convergence of

the PMF was not obtained for q > 65–70 degrees as mentioned

later.
Fig. 3 (a) Pore formation free energy in the planar DMPC bilayer as

a function of the pore radius. (b) The scaled potential mean force, (dG/dl),

as a function of the pore radius. The error bars are smaller than the

symbols.
2.4 Gaussian curvature modulus

We evaluate the Gaussian curvature modulus using the second

moment of the stress profile along the bilayer normal.22

�k ¼ Ð �D/2
D/2 p(z)z2dz (11)

where p(z) is the lateral pressure profile along the bilayer normal,

z, which is computed from the difference between the lateral and

normal components of the pressure profile;

p(z) ¼ PL(z) � PN(z). (12)

In the notation of eqn (11), the origin of the z-axis was chosen

at the bilayer center, which is regarded as the pivotal plane of the

bilayer membrane. We used a rather small membrane patch

composed of 128 DMPC lipids with 2050 CG water particles to

compute the stress profile. D was set to 6 nm, which is large

enough to span the membrane. We evaluated the stress profile

using two different integration contours, namely the Irving–

Kirkwood (IK) and Harashima (H) contours, respectively,
9016 | Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 9012–9020
following the method proposed by Sonne et al.23 The Ewald sum

was used to evaluate the stress profile when the H contour was

used, while an electrostatic cutoff scheme was used with the IK

contour due to the limitation of the method. However, the stress

profile using a cutoff of 1.5 nm already gives a reasonable

convergence and hardly any deviation is detected by changing the

cutoff to 2.5 nm. Thus, we chose the latter safely when using the

IK contour. Note that the cutoff length of the LJ terms in the CG

model is fixed at 1.5 nm as determined in the original paper.6
3 Results

3.1 Planar membrane

Fig. 3(a) plots the free energy change due to pore formation in

the planar membrane as a function of the pore radius. The free

energy rapidly increases for small pore radii, though it changes

linearly with the radius for larger pores of R . � 1:5 nm. The

slope of the linear regime gives the line tension of the membrane,

which is defined as the derivative of the free energy change with

respect to the length of the bilayer rim, l ¼ 2pR.

dG

dl
¼ 1

2p

�
dG

dR
�
z

1

2p



vU

vR

�
: (13)

The plot of (dG/dl) as a function of R is given in Fig. 3(b). As

mentioned above, the approximated expression in eqn (13),

whereU is given in eqn (3), is quite accurate for large values ofR
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 4 A snapshot of a planar DMPC lipid bilayer in the presence of

a cylindrical bias potential with a radius of 1 nm. Hydrophobic tails, ester

groups, glycerols, phosphates, and cholines are drawn in cyan, white,

green, tan, and blue, respectively. Pink particles denote water CG

particles.

Fig. 5 Free energy change of opening a vesicle as a function of the vertex

angle of the conical bias potential. The error bars are smaller than the

symbols.
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because it reaches a plateau value. The quantity hvU/vRi in

eqn (13) is the mean force, which is directly computed during

a fixed-R CG-MD run, and is precisely the integrand in the last

line of eqn (4). Since (dG/dl) converges to a finite value regardless

of the force constant, k, or R, as long as R . 1:5 nm, we can

evaluate the line tension accurately.

A 100 ns NPT-MD simulation has been carried out for each

cylinder radius to obtain well converged PMF values. The line

tension was estimated as 25� 2 pN. The calculated line tension is

well in the range of the experimental values, 5 to 50 pN, for

similar PCmembranes, though the line tension seems a nontrivial

quantity to be determined experimentally.24–31 An evaluation of

the line tension using atomistic MD simulations was reported by

computing the average pressure anisotropy of DMPC ribbon

systems, and yielded the value of 10 to 30 pN.32 Our estimation is

again well within these bounds.

In order to obtain an accurate estimation of the line tension

using our method, we need a thick water layer to eliminate the

energy contribution from the inter-bilayer interaction, which

comes through the PBC employed in our MD simulations. By

increasing the radius of the cylindrical wall potential, the

effective inter-bilayer distance is shortened due to the PBC.

Therefore, we introduced plenty of water particles to make

a water layer with a thickness of about 10 nm in the intact

membrane system. Using a thin water layer, we found a non-

linear slope for large R values in the free energy plot due to the

contribution from the inter-bilayer interaction (see supplemen-

tary materials).

It should be noted here that the computation of the line tension

is independent of the choice of the force constant, k, in the

repulsive cylindrical potential. All that is needed is to run a MD

simulation long enough to obtain a well converged PMF at large

pore radii (Fig. 3(b)). Furthermore, just to obtain the line

tension, we can carry out only a single CG-MD run and measure

the PMF in eqn (13) at a large value ofR. The convergence of the

PMF is excellent after 100 ns CG-MD as seen in Fig. 3. This must

be advantageous over the previously reported method based on

the pressure computation of lipid ribbon systems.32

For small pore radii we found a significant deviation in the

free energy from a linear function. This is again evident from

Fig. 3(b). A rapid growth of the free energy at small radii is due

to the hydrophobic nature of the small pore. When the pore is

small, lipid molecules are just displaced laterally without

changing their orientation. The pore is, however, large enough

to contain water molecules so that the hydrophobic tails of the

lipids are exposed to water. For pores with radii of T0.5 nm,

however, the lipids around the rim of the bilayer start to reor-

ient to minimize the exposure of their hydrophobic tails to the

pore region. Fig. 4 shows a snapshot from a MD run with the

cylindrical bias potential of 1 nm in the radius. At this stage,

the DMPC lipids at the rim reorient to cover the bilayer edge

with their headgroups. This local structural rearrangement of

lipids initiated at the pore radius of around 0.5 nm is completed

at around 1.5 nm. For pores with a radius larger than about

1.5 nm, it should be reasonable to expect the molecular struc-

ture at the bilayer rim to be more or less the same, because the

free energy becomes a simple function of the line length. Similar

lipid reorientations were previously detected by atomistic MD

simulations.33
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
3.2 Vesicle

Now we turn our attention to the free energy required to open

a vesicle. Fig. 5 plots the free energy needed to open a closed

vesicle composed of 1512 DMPC molecules using a conical bias

potential. Similar to the planar case, we detect a rapid increase of

free energy for small vertex angles. The mechanism responsible

for the small-vertex features in the free energy curve is more or

less the same as in the planar membrane case; namely, the pore

changes from hydrophobic to hydrophilic due to the re-

orientation of the DMPC lipids around the bilayer edge. Further

growth of the pore for vertex angles of >5 degrees is still unfa-

vorable, though the free energy cost to increase the pore size in

the vesicle is not as large as that in the planar bilayer. This is

because the free energy cost due to membrane bending is reduced

by changing the mean curvature of the membrane during the

opening of the vesicle. Due to the bending free energy contri-

bution, the vesicle free energy does not simply grow as the vertex

angle increases and eventually acquires a negative slope.

However, we cannot quantify the decrease of free energy,

because our measurement of the PMF is just a one-way opposed
Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 9012–9020 | 9017
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Fig. 7 Stress profile across the planar DMPC bilayer membrane. The

origin of the z axis is taken at the central plane of the bilayer. Solid line:

Irving–Kirkwood integration contour using the truncation of the

Coulomb interaction at 2.5 nm. Dashed line: Harashima integration

contour with the Ewald sum for the Coulomb interaction.
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force due to the purely repulsive nature of the cone potential.

This means that the PMF is accurate where the free energy

increases rapidly (the smaller vertex angles), and becomes less

accurate where the free energy change is slow (the larger vertex

angles). For the latter case, we observed a larger fluctuation of

the vesicle edge so that it took more time to see the convergence

of the PMF. During the constrained MD run with the biasing

cone potential at q ¼ 75�, a spontaneous transformation to the

disk-like bicelle structure was observed as shown in Fig. 6. This

suggests that the peak of the free energy barrier for the vesicle-to-

bicelle transformation is located below q ¼ 75�. Actually the

mean forces at q ¼ 65 and 70 degrees are very small and do not

converge well even with 100 ns of constrained MD, because in

these cases the lipid assembly hardly touched the cone wall.

Based on these observations an approximate extrapolation was

made as the dashed line in Fig. 5. This extrapolation suggests

that the free energy barrier for the vesicle-to-bicelle transition is

about 5 � 10�19 J for this small vesicle composed of 1512 DMPC

molecules.

3.3 Stress profile across the planar membrane and Gaussian

curvature modulus

In order to evaluate the Gaussian curvature modulus, we

computed the pressure profile across a planar DMPC bilayer

membrane. Fig. 7 plots the pressure profiles across the

membrane using two different integration contours; namely the

IK and H contours, respectively. The pressure profiles were well

converged using 100 ns CG-MD trajectories. The symmetry of

the measured pressure profiles with respect to the bilayer central

plane demonstrates the excellent convergence. Although Sonne

et al. suggested that the computed pressure profile hardly

depends on the choice of contour, this may be due to the large

statistical error in their AA simulations resulting from a limited

simulation time length. We clearly observe a nontrivial depen-

dence on the contour as seen in Fig. 7.Moreover, as mentioned in

the methods section, we did not detect a notable change in

a given pressure profile as long as we used a cutoff distance for

the Coulomb interactions longer than 1.5 nm. Therefore the

treatment of the long-range Coulomb interactions does not

account for the discrepancy in these two profiles. Using eqn (11),

we obtained the Gaussian curvature modulus, �k, as �4.59 �
10�20 J with the IK contour and �2.62 � 10�20 J with the H

contour. Thus, the choice of the contour results in a significant

difference even in the Gaussian curvature modulus. The

Gaussian curvature modulus is known to have a negative value

as found in our estimation. The H contour was previously found

to be problematic when it was used in spherical coordinates,

showing that the pressure depended on the distance from the
Fig. 6 Spontaneous transformation of a lipid vesicle fragment into a bicelle d

to right, at 0.5, 19, 40, and 65 ns of CG-MD simulation time. The red cone den

vesicle.

9018 | Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 9012–9020
origin,34 though the H contour showed no clear failure in

Cartesian coordinates. Although the pressure profile has often

been used to characterize the mechanical properties of lipid

membranes from MD simulations, not much attention has been

paid to the choice of contour.
4 Discussion

For the vesicle-to-bicelle transformation, the reaction path we

selected is not the only choice. However, as shown in Fig. 1, the

pathway for spontaneous vesicle formation from a random lipid

aggregate typically occurs by way of a bowl-like structure, which

is well described as a spherical fragment. This is commonly

observed for any size of lipid aggregate as long as a spontaneous

vesicle formation was observed.6 In addition, it is a reasonable

assumption that, from the viewpoint of the energy cost at the

bilayer rim, the circular mouth made by the cone bias potential

gives a vesicle-to-bicelle transition pathway with the minimal free

energy cost.

It would be valuable to compare the vesicle-opening free

energies obtained from CG-MD and Fromherz’s theory. Fig. 8

plots the pore formation free energy in a planar membrane and

a vesicle as obtained from CG-MD as a function of the line

length at the bilayer rim. The line length of the bilayer rim in the

vesicle was not directly measured from the MD trajectory, but

was computed with the assumption of a spherical fragment

geometry during the transformation pathway. Also the line
uring the PMF computation at q¼ 75�. The snapshots are taken, from left

otes the shape of the bias potential applied to the hydrophobic core of the

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 8 Free energy change as a function of the line length of the bilayer

rim. The line lengths were calculated as described in the main text. The

theoretical lines are drawn by using eqn (1) with the Gaussian curvature

modulus computed either using the IK or H contour. The error bars are

smaller than the symbols.
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length along the bilayer center is selected in this calculation, i.e.,

l ¼ 2p sinq(r(q) � t/2). Now the question is whether the differ-

ence in the free energy profiles between the vesicle and planar

membranes can be explained by the bending free energy of the

lipid bilayer or not. In Fig. 8, we also plot the free energy given by

the Fromherz theory using the line tension and the Gaussian

curvature modulus estimated from the CG-MD simulations of

a planar DMPC membrane. The mean curvature modulus,

kc ¼ 6.9 � 10�20 J, is taken from our previous paper,6 where

a Fourier analysis of the membrane height and thickness was

carried out to evaluate the mean curvature modulus using the

method proposed by Brannigan and Brown.35 The calculated

mean curvature modulus is in good agreement with that

measured by pipette aspiration experiments for DMPC, 5.6 �
10�20 J,36 though the experimental data available from other

techniques are in the range of 5–15� 10�20 J.37 Since we have two

different values for �k depending on the choice of the integration

contour of the pressure profile, we plotted two lines for the

Fromherz theory corresponding to the two contour choices.

Regardless of the contour, we find that the free energy reduction

from the bending elasticity is too small to explain the difference

of pore formation free energies between the vesicle and planar

bilayers calculated from CG-MD. This strongly suggests that

there is a free energy contribution not explicitly taken into

account in the Fromherz theory that plays an important role in

the vesicle-to-bicelle transformation. A plausible candidate to

explain this discrepancy is the repartitioning of DMPC lipid

molecules between the inner and outer leaflets of the bilayer

membrane induced by the changing curvature of the vesicle

fragment. We find 512 and 1000 DMPC molecules in the inner

and outer leaflets of the vesicle, respectively. This changes to

a symmetric partition of lipids in the two leaflets when trans-

formed into the bicelle. Therefore a significant number of lipids

migrate to the inner leaflet from the outer one during the vesicle

opening process. This can be thought of as a relaxation of the

interior structure of the membrane. Although Fromherz dis-

cussed this relaxation, his theory does not formally treat it
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
because the membrane is assumed to be an elastic sheet with zero

thickness.38 Even in MD simulations, the repartitioning of lipids

between the two leaflets is prohibited when the pore is too small

and still hydrophobic as mentioned in Sec. 3.1. For small pore

sizes (l < 3–4 nm) we actually found that the CG-MD free energy

slope is even steeper than the theoretical one. However, once the

pore size reaches a large enough value to make a hydrophilic pore

due to the lipid reorientation at the bilayer rim, the inner and

outer leaflets of the vesicle membrane are connected to one

another. Thus, the repartitioning of lipids between the two

leaflets occurs easily at the bilayer rim, which contributes

significantly to decrease the free energy cost to grow the pore in

the vesicle.

In this paper, we investigated the free energy cost of a small

DMPC vesicle to transform into a bicelle using a series of CG-

MD simulations. Although there have been several studies

reported of the pore formation free energy in planar

membranes,39–42 to the best of our knowledge this is the first

study to investigate the free energy barrier of a vesicle-to-bicelle

transformation using MD simulations. We have found that the

free energy needed to open a vesicle is much smaller than that to

open a planar membrane. This may be intuitively explained by

a continuum elastic membrane model proposed by Fromherz,

where two energy terms; namely line tension and bending energy,

are considered. However, our detailed analysis demonstrates that

the bending energy contribution is too small to explain the

difference of the pore formation free energies between the vesicle

and the planar membranes. The repartitioning of DMPC lipids

between the inner and outer leaflets of the vesicle membrane was

proposed to lower the free energy barrier for the vesicle-to-bicelle

transformation. Although this effect would be expected to be less

important for giant vesicles, it should play a significant role in the

small vesicle considered here. The use of CG-MD and a novel

free energy procedure allowed us to conduct a stringent test of

elastic theory and gain insight into the stability of small vesicles.
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